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Dear Members,
USA stock market waited patiently for fiscal deal, but Friday it lost patient and went down sharply.
Treasury secretary Geithner send letter on Wednesday to Congress leaders stating that the Treasury
will hit the debt limit on 1 Jan that treasury can avoid for two months with various steps. The market
will remain freeze until deal is done on the debt ceiling as well as fiscal cliff because the
consequences of treasury default are worse than the fiscal cliff. Everyone aware is that jumping over
cliff can bring disaster to stock market. Anyway few weeks back we mentioned about new Moon and
Full Moon has always disturbed the markets momentum. They play a harsh role and create panic. If
you see the 1929, 1987 and 2000 crashes, each time fear was given birth by the New Moon or Full
Moon. Last week on Thursday the market rebounded strongly and we thought that we shouldn’t be
giving much important to the full Moon but we were wrong, it played a very negative role for the
markets again.
In 2004, we were confident of gold and silver’s bull trend, and we predicted that no power on this
planet could take gold below $400, but we were wrong, on the Full Moon gold went down below
$400, and remained there for two days and after that gold never saw the price of $400 again. Here is
gold’s chart of 2004, you can see gold went below $400 and then slowly kept moving higher and
higher. The rally ended at $1923. At the same time silver turned around and never looked back.
Here is 2004 article link:
http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/latest-news.php?id=63
Must read May 2004 article:
http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/latest-news.php?id=64
In these two 2004 articles we mentioned what we were
seeing in the coming time. Yes, oil went above $100 and gold

$1600 because these were our
targets when we first predicted
them. The time we made these
predictions oil was trading at $17,
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silver $4.48 and gold $275.
It is always very difficult to hold longer term positions when you read the current news, technical
charts and fundamentals because these indications change time to time.
In short, we still predict a major bull market is on the way in stocks even though everything looks so
gloomy today due to the fiscal cliff.
Our theory has guided us amazingly well in the last 17 years, and respecting the accuracy of it we will
recommend grabbing the opportunity of buying. Yes, next time we will remain a bit cautious about
the New Moon, Full Moon and Scorpio Moon for the short term so we can save some money on
corrections, or better we can hold cash on these days.
Once again, we predict that the most amazing bull cycle is on the way, we don’t care what happens
to the fiscal cliff deal because our astro indicators are showing very positive sings.

Here is this week Newsletter from 31 December 2012 to 4 January 2013
METALS
Gold, silver and base metals are struggling, we saw that even
last week they remained subdued. A few of our members
mentioned that they are bit worried about metals compare
to the stock market because gold is not showing any
authority on the fiscal cliff worries or deadline. Yes, we can
understand the concerns of our members and we are
concerned too, because astro indicators are not supporting
holding gold or other metals at this stage.
On Monday gold may remain mixed to a bit positive. Tuesday is a holiday and on Wednesday we
may see some positive movement again. We recommend selling on any rise on Wednesday because
on Thursday and Friday gold, silver and base metals can fall and may make new multi month lows.
At this stage we advise trade in and out in metals rather than holding longer term positions. Silver
should be watch closely in the coming time, but no short term high leverage position is
recommended.
We see copper falling sharply from here so avoid any position in copper and platinum as well.
If gold breaks $1639 and stays below for the more than 18 hours then we may see gold going below
$1600 and silver $29.00. This week higher side can $1665 and lower side $1639.
Read our new book “2013 Financial Prediction” very carefully because we are not optimistic for
metals for the first half 2013. Yes, the bull will be back in the second half of 2013 and will rescue
metals.
Avoid metals stocks; as they are not our favourite at all.
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Here is Monday’s range: (March/April 2013 contract):
GOLD: $1665.00 to $1648.90
SILVER: $30.35 TO $29.70
COPPER: $360.55 TO $356.10
PALLADIUM: $707.50 TO $690.20
PLATINUM: $1527 TO $1511.90

Strategy:
Your strategy should be well planned when you are entering into the best recommended trades for
the medium and longer term because short term volatility can throw you out from markets and then
you can miss the golden opportunity. Don’t build high leverage trades; keep room to add more if
trade goes against you for the short term.
Don’t trade when our indications are predicting a sideways trend because you may just block your
money there and watching other markets moving which can provide you with better returns.
This year we may make good money because the astro cycles are giving clear indications, and when
indications are clear, it is very easy to make money.
Planning also has to be very well, because gold, oil, silver and most commodities moved more than
seven folds but how many people made money out of it? You must mediate before you take trades,
plan your trade well because anything doesn’t go up or down continuously. We are concern about
commodities and era of stocks is coming.
Thanks & God Bless
Mahendra Sharma
Sunday 3.00 PM Pacific time
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